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Akemi's Fashion Line

 Akemi's clothing is based around the need for combatant-level gear on an
every day basis. It takes the phrase, 'Fuction before fashion,' and nullifies it
by making it what is aesthetically pleasing and ass kicking all at the same
time. It is a subsidiary of Akemi's Umbrella.

More about Akemi's Radical Clothing Line

Akemi's clothing line is sold at stores on his space ports exclusively.

Pricing

Every piece of clothing is the same price of 5,000 KS or 10,000 DA.

Details

The typical clothing item has the following:

Stone Thread
Socket(s) for BR-28 and other compatible power cells that are included in purchase
IRI-Type Hard light Apparatus using Hard Light (Technology)
Camouflage by use of Volumetric Display
Matte black everything

Appearance

The appearance of each clothing piece is highly flexible to the specific store. Some are more intricately
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details with subtle colors while others are pure black, only. Some include subtle asymmetrical patterns
but for the most part are equal on either side of the garment.

In RP

The clothing line has a few quotes from roleplay.

Quote from To: Trinary Star Shipping From: Koga Akemi
PS: One of my ideas is for a reinforced fashionable line of combat clothing. I am thinking Godfrey &
Morrison Clothing Company made a good jacket and Emyrs makes a full suit with some of the
components I am thinking of having, but none of them scream, “DO ME!” Plus if we can get some
kimono with this stuff made, imagine how quickly Kotors will be a public face of the fashion line. I served
on the Eucharis for a long time but boy would it have been nice to work with a princess that knows when
to take off the uniform. PPS: Do you think Neko Sparkle would want me to endorse their product?
Speaking of celebrities.
Quote from [YSS Kaiyō] Post-Mission Nine: Ex Machina
He took off the patient gown and pulled on the new clothes. Surprisingly, they fit rather well. He then
looked back in the closet and found something else. He found a black jacket, with large collar and hood
to it. The arms and torso had what seemed to be metal bracers, and it was heavier than the other
clothes he had put on already. He donned the jacket and snapped the collar closed before pulling up the
hood. “Nice.” He said as he looked at himself in the mirror.
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